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D  ESIRE 
E  XCPECT PRATICE 
M AKE TIME 
O PENNESS TO CHANGE 
C ENSORING FOR BOUNDARIES 
R EMEMBER WHEN 
A TTEND TO EACH OTHER 
T REAT WITH RESPECT 
I MAGINE BETTER 
C HOOSE YOUR PARTNER 



1. The desire of each partner to contribute to the better 
self of the other 

2. To listen and to hear the other 
3. To commit to the other 



1. To learn by becoming aware of other’s contribution 
2. To be ready to listen and to TALK towards resolutions 
3. To practice  
4. To celebrate 



1. Couple time alone no distractions, needs planning 
2. Becomes a priority 
3. i.e. how long does it take to inject insulin… 



1. Open to positive criticism 
2. Embrace the your gender guiding lines 
3. Suggestion from the other 
4. Hear how other couples meet challenge 
5. Try something new 



1. Protecting your boundaries 
2. Exploration of friend couples 
3. How to deal with extended family influence 
4. Keep personal healthy boundaries 



1. Look at memorabilia from when you fell in love 
2. Photos, cards, passion at first phase of relationships 
3. See in partner, he or she is the same 



Attend to each other  
Talk on all levels, emotions, thoughts 
Not aggressive:  looks away and attacks 
Assertive:  makes eye contact from I position 



Ice cream cones, flowers, notes 
By tone and gesture 
As you would a best friend 



Your first meeting FECKS 
First Encounter of the Close Kind 
Emote as you did then….. 
Puts things into perspective 



Choose to be in your relationship 
Choose the other as is….package deal 
 
We choose the person NOT as we will change them, but as 
they ARE  



Each partner 
is the first cheer leader for the other 
 
takes responsibility for their own actions, 
lack of them 
 
take part in work to better the relationship 
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